
EQUITY, ACCESS & DIVERSITY 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
FEBRUARY 12, 2003 
 
[In these minutes:  Committee Updates, Senior Administrative Review Process as it 
Relates to Equity, Access and Diversity] 
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the 
University of Minnesota Senate or Twin Cities Assembly; none of the comments, 
conclusions or actions reported in these minutes represent the views of, nor are they 
binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration or the Board of Regents.] 
 
PRESENT:  Mary Lay, Chair, Rose Blixt, Don Cavalier, Julie Sweitzer, Carol Chomsky, 
Margaret Moss, Srilata Zaheer 
 
REGRETS:  Beverly Balos, Shezwae Fleming, Sallye McKee, Eric Burgess, Jeffrey 
Roberts, Vanessa Bailey, Cameron Brauer, Nena Fox 
 
ABSENT:  Stacey Aronson 
 
OTHER(S):  H. Jeanie Taylor 
 
I).  Professor Lay called the meeting to order and welcomed all those present. 
 
II).  COMMITTEE UPDATES/OTHER BUSINESS: 
 

• The committee reviewed Jeanie Taylor’s draft response to SCFA concerning the 
faculty salary study and its failure to incorporate an assessment of gender.  Ms. 
Taylor stated that whether or not it is true, there is a perception that the salary gap 
between male and female faculty is increasing.  Professor Lay asked members to 
read over the document and provide Ms. Taylor with input.  The committee 
recommended asking that results be broken down by gender, race and ethnicity, 
assuming this data had been collected.  Additionally, it was noted that because 
salary supplements are widely disparate and involve a fair amount of discretion 
the committee would like to request that this data be analyzed as well.  Members 
agreed to jointly pursue this inquiry with The Office for University Women. 

 
• Julie Sweitzer, Director, Office of Equal Opportunity & Affirmative Action, 

updated members on the climate survey to be conducted this spring.  In Ms. 
Sweitzer’s opinion, the survey is very comprehensive and includes multiple ways 
in which results can be cross-referenced in order to quantify the data by gender, 
race, ethnicity, etc.  Survey results will benefit EAD by providing the committee 
with data that up until now has not been available.  Because of a particular interest 
on the part of Jeanie Taylor concerning the survey, Ms. Sweitzer invited Ms. 
Taylor to her office to review a hard copy of the draft survey. 

 



• Ms. Taylor announced that the School of Astronomy and Physics will be visited 
by The Committee on the Status of Women in Physics, American Physics Society, 
to conduct an evaluation of their programs.  The Office of University Women is 
assisting the department by pulling together materials about programs and 
resources for women at the University. 

 
• Professor Lay asked if the athletics’ consultant, Louellen Essex, has finished her 

report.  Ms. Sweitzer stated that she believes Ms. Essex finished a preliminary 
report but is uncertain whether a final report has been completed.  Professor Lay 
asked members if they were interested in inviting Joel Maturi and Karen Weaver 
back later this spring to discuss the consultant’s recommendations, etc.  Professor 
Lay charged Renee Dempsey, Senate staff, with trying to schedule them for the 
Committee’s May 14th meeting. 

 
• Another possible future meeting topic is the 13-credit minimum requirement and 

whether there have been any findings related to equity, access and diversity.  
Professor Lay volunteered to email Vice Provost Craig Swan to see if he would 
have any information for the Committee on this topic. 

 
• A concern was raised that budget cuts may disproportionately impact those who 

hold powerless positions.  As a result, a request was made that the Committee 
track where the cuts are made. 

 
• Professor Lay announced her plan to request that input from other committees be 

directed to EAD at the committee chair’s meeting tomorrow, February 13, 2003.  
It always seems as though EAD is reaching out to other committees but that other 
committees are not reciprocating.  Professor Lay intends to make other committee 
chairs aware of EAD and its charge. 

 
• Professor Lay asked the Committee if members were still interested in making a 

statement encouraging supervisors to urge their employees to participate in career 
enrichment opportunities at the University of Minnesota.  It was suggested that 
the committee consult with Vice President of Human Resources, Carol Carrier, 
about this issue because it is hard to know where to put pressure unless the 
Committee knows who has the ultimate authority in such decisions.  It was also 
noted that besides career enrichment opportunities, any statement made by the 
Committee should be worded to include involvement with University governance 
committees and other issue oriented gatherings. 

 
• Professor Chomsky noted that last year a subcommittee of SCEP had been formed 

to explore teaching evaluations and, in particular, evaluation comments about 
women faculty.  She shared this information with the Committee because it would 
appear this subcommittee’s focus intersects with EAD’s interests and charge.  
Professor Lay stated she would see what she could find out at the chair’s meeting 
about this subcommittee. 

 



• Professor Chomsky, who also sits on Committee on Committees, confirmed that 
because EAD is a new committee it would be reviewed this spring.  She 
suggested that the Committee discuss the types of questions it believes it should 
be asked during the review process in order that the review be as beneficial as 
possible for Committee on Committees. 

 
III).  Professor Lay welcomed Vice President of Human Resources, Carol Carrier, to the 
meeting and asked that those present introduce themselves.  To lay the groundwork, 
Professor Lay explained that the Committee is interested in learning more about the 
administrative review process as it relates to equity, access and diversity. 
 
Vice President Carrier noted that the senior administrative review policy, Recommended 
Procedures for Comprehensive Reviews for System and Campus Officers (URL: 
http://www1.umn.edu/ohr/ohrpolicy/Performance/Reviews/index.html), was put in place 
in 1997.  While this policy actually covers a very small subset of senior administrators, 
several units have adopted portions of the policy for review of its other departmental 
administrators for whom it is not mandatory. 
 
Vice President Carrier stated that it is not uncommon for reviews to get delayed or, for 
one reason or another, not to be conducted at all.  A senior administrator who plans to 
retire within a year or so would be an example of a valid reason why a review is not done.  
This puts Human Resources in a bit of a predicament, however, because while they do 
not want to reveal an employee’s plans, they could be receiving questions as to why this 
individual has not been reviewed.  Change of administration and healthcare issues are 
other examples of why reviews could be delayed.  While these examples are not meant to 
be excuses they are valid reasons. 
 
Once an individual is reviewed the results of that evaluation are confidential.  Essentially 
the only information that can be shared is whether or not the review has been conducted 
and whether or not the person has been reappointed.  As a result, it is virtually impossible 
for Dr. Carrier to say to what extent the topic of equity, access and diversity is raised 
during the review process. 
 
Usually there is Human Resource influence during the initial meetings to discuss how the 
review should be conducted.  Generally, a review committee will either use a focus group 
strategy or a survey strategy.  To the extent possible, whichever method is chosen, 
anonymity is preserved as best as possible.  To summarize, the typical review process 
usually involves the following steps: 
 

1. Discussion of the categories to be covered in the review. 
2. Decision on the type of approach/strategy that will be used. 
3. Assemble the methodology. 
4. Collect and analyze the data. 
5. Outline observations and recommendations to the person being reviewed. 

 



Dr. Carrier stated typically a review committee is internal to a particular unit but not 
always.  A member raised the point that if a unit has no one concerned about diversity 
education then the topic could technically fall by the wayside, correct?  Dr. Carrier stated, 
“yes”.  Usually, however, the chair of the review committee is someone from outside the 
unit and the committee’s report it was emphasized is just one part of the review process.  
The responsible administrator leading the review process is expected to bring forward 
additional information regarding the senior administrator’s performance.  Dr. Carrier 
noted it would be interesting to ask the responsible administrator collecting data for a 
review, what information is hoped to be uncovered about this individual’s track record?  
What standard pieces of information were found?  Was this communicated to the review 
committee?  Was it communicated in the post review?  This may be an area that HR can 
provide additional guidance to those conducting the reviews.  To be blatantly honest, Dr. 
Carrier suspects it is probably easy for the diversity piece of a review to get the backseat 
if other problems are uncovered. 
 
Given the secrecy of the results, a member stated that review questions needed to be 
process and attention driven.  It was suggested that Human Resources foreground the 
need for certain methodologies to be used in the review process in order that specific 
issues be covered. 
 
A member asked if attempts are made to have diverse review committees?  Is the 
committee given any instructions on how it should be formed both on the basis of gender, 
race and ethnicity?  Because the process is so decentralized according to Dr. Carrier, that 
will vary.  Although Dr. Carrier stated she cannot guarantee that this is done consistently, 
she assumes so because she is familiar with the philosophy of the HR individuals that 
advise the review committees. 
 
Individuals being reviewed by this process include the main deans, vice presidents, 
chancellors and other senior administrative positions designated by the President such as 
the athletics director, etc.  These reviews are not annual but take place every 3 – 5 years 
and are separate from the annual review process. 
 
The instruments used in each review process vary because each committee decides how 
they want their instrument to look.  While diversity is a mandated area that needs to be 
looked at during the review there is no set of mandated questions.  Human Resources 
toyed with the idea of establishing standard review protocol but the idea was 
overwhelmingly rejected.  The protocols are similar, but not identical. 
 
Each administrator being reviewed produces a statement.  A member asked whether 
administrators are given categories that need to be addressed in these statements or not.  
The committee usually gives the administrator a protocol for what should be addressed. 
 
A member asked whether an affirmative action statement is still required at the time of 
hire.  This is a statement from the senior administrator being hired outlining his/her 
history of diversity.  None of that information is collected centrally any longer according 
to Dr. Carrier. 



 
Currently, the responsible administrators include Dr. Frank Cerra, Senior Vice President 
of the AHC who is responsible for conducting AHC dean reviews, President Bruininks 
who handles chancellors and vice presidential reviews and EVPP Christine Mazier who 
conducts non-AHC dean reviews.  Dr. Carrier stated that Human Resources has copies of 
the various review instruments and would be happy to share those with the committee. 
 
In response to a question it was noted that the Office of Institutional Research and 
Reporting collects and maintains data on race, gender, etc. of the institutions faculty, 
student and staff population.  The IRR website is at the following URL:  
http://www.irr.umn.edu/  Comparable statistics for other institutions is difficult because 
of the inconsistency in how job categories are defined. 
 
According to Dr. Carrier the reality of the matter is that there is not a lot of attention 
given to personnel issues.  Rather these reviews tend to focus on what initiatives were 
launched, how much did it cost, what policies were revised, etc. 
 
Julie Sweitzer noted that looking forward, under new leadership, the President’s Office is 
strategizing on how annual performance reviews should be conducted.  Ms. Sweitzer is 
working with the President’s Office to better use the reports that EEO prepares as well as 
other pertinent information more actively in the review process. 
 
How is multiculturalism and diversity addressed during the orientation process?  Dr. 
Carrier responded that Human Resources over the past 12 years has offered a fairly 
extensive orientation program for new chairs and department heads.  Deans see this 
orientation program as a useful tool to help these individuals get off to a good start.  The 
orientation program consists of 7 sessions and covers such topics as being a good 
manager, policy issues, managing in a multicultural environment, etc.  These 7 sessions 
total 24 hours of training time and the goal is to make participants aware of policies, 
procedures, resources and University expectations. 
 
Assistant Vice Provost Joe Massey is in the process of developing additional training to 
complement and go beyond the initial orientation described above.  The follow-up 
training will be for all chairs and department heads, including veteran employees holding 
these positions.  A steering group will be deciding what topics should be covered in the 
training.  Dr. Carrier noted that input to the steering committee would be a good point at 
which to influence the content of that program. 
 
Dr. Carrier affirmed the University’s commitment to training.  For example, there are 
numerous training opportunities available to civil service, bargaining unit and faculty 
supervisors.  Unfortunately, faculty supervisor participation tends to be low.  Many units 
have deemed the supervisor training as mandatory, however, this does not always apply 
to the faculty.  Additionally, new employee orientations are conducted monthly.  
Emphasis is placed on the respectful workplace, the University’s expectations of its 
employees and information on the University’s wealth of resources for its employee pool. 
 



According to Dr. Carrier, the biggest challenge faced by Human Resources is how can 
HR instill in its employees, who are managing complicated units, the need to obtain the 
information, resources and knowledge they require in order to do their job better.  For 
whatever reason there are individuals who believe they do not need assistance in 
performing their job. 
 
Another issue brought to the attention of Human Resources fairly often is supervisors 
who are unwilling to deal with conflict.  Some problems arise just because supervisors do 
not want to deal with problems that potentially could be contentious.  Human Resources 
offers training on how to have these conversations and not make harmful errors in the 
process. 
 
A member asked how can the importance of release time for career development 
opportunities for civil service and bargaining unit employees be communicated to 
supervisors, chairs, department heads, and deans?  Dr. Carrier stated that Human 
Resources does this on an on-going basis.  While there are several supportive supervisors 
that encourage their employees to take advantage of these opportunities, there will 
always, unfortunately, be supervisors that either implicitly or explicitly communicate the 
message that it is not ok.  Also, there are employees that do not give themselves 
permission to seek out such opportunities. 
 
A member heard it rumored that units that deal with more marginal populations are likely 
to be disproportionately impacted by the budget cuts.  Especially in the face of attacks on 
affirmative action, Title IX, and GLBT issues there is a great concern that budget cuts 
could adversely impact the progress that has been made up to this point.  Dr. Carrier 
stated, unfortunately, this could happen because in her opinion central units are probably 
going to be hit harder by the budget cuts than colleges.  Reducing administrative 
overhead is always one of the first cuts people think should be made.  The committee 
agreed that attention needs to be paid, as the cuts take place, to see how the pain is 
distributed.  A suggestion was made that workshops be available to those being laid off as 
well.  Dr. Carrier indicated that the University plans to make resources available to those 
impacted by the budget cuts.  All of this information is posted on the web and it is called 
“Job Search Resources” http://www1.umn.edu/ohr/ecep/jobsearch.html  
 
Dr. Carrier point blank stated that the severe budget cuts will result in a significant 
number of unavoidable lay-offs.  Human Resources will be offering workshops to help 
managers strategize about their priorities and tactics during this difficult time.  Many 
managers have never done a lay-off notice or a notice of non-renewal.  Additionally, it 
will be important to remember the survivors in these departments who will be required to 
pick up the slack from their co-workers who have been laid off.  Plus, there will 
undoubtedly be benefit reductions and employees will be faced with the fact that their life 
at the University just became a little less rich.  All of these dynamics will be occurring 
simultaneously within departments.  
 



Currently, the University is costing out different scenarios in an attempt to minimize the 
number of lay-offs.  Consideration is being given to offering employees the option of 
taking payless days, retirement incentives, etc. 
 
Professor Lay thanked Dr. Carrier for attending today’s meeting.  In the few minutes 
remaining the Committee talked about their follow-up strategy to Dr. Carrier’s 
presentation.  First, Professor Lay volunteered to follow-up with Assistant Vice Provost 
Joe Massey.  Professor Lay will relay to Professor Massey EAD’s interest in providing 
the steering committee designing the new training sessions for chairs and department 
heads with ways to incorporate topics of multiculturalism and diversity. 
 
Secondly, it was agreed the Committee draft a statement to President Bruininks, EVPP 
Christine Mazier and Dr. Frank Cerra indicating the importance of including EEO data in 
the review process and the committee’s desire to learn more about the review process of 
the University’s senior administrators.  The statement should also include a sentence or 
two stressing that this is increasingly important in light of rollbacks.  At a future date, 
these individuals could be invited to an EAD meeting to respond to this statement, and if 
this is logistically impossible, then ask for some other type of response.  Because 
Professor Chomsky articulated this idea so well, Professor Lay asked that she capture the 
gist of what the statement should include and email it to Professor Lay who will add to it 
as necessary and from there it will be sent to President Bruininks, EVPP Mazier and Dr. 
Cerra. 
 
IV).  Hearing no further business, Professor Lay adjourned the meeting. 
 
        Renee Dempsey 
        University Senate 
 
 


